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Overview
• Data are available for reuse
• Issues with reusing data
• Quantitative
• Case study
• What’s available
• Key issues

• Qualitative
• Case study
• What’s available
• Key issues

• Talk for ~35 min
• Questions

type questions as
they occur to you

Reusing data
Data collector

Primary research
Data collection & analysis for
planned purpose
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Secondary Analyst

Secondary research
Re-analysis (can be for a different
purpose)

Pros and cons of reusing data
Pros

Cons

datasets impossible to create

do not have insider understanding
of data and data collection

cost effective

effort to get to know the data

ethical issues about data collection
dealt with

ethical issues about data use still
apply (limit access to sensitive data)

do not need to re-contact data
subjects

data may not match research
question

reuse data used by others to make
claims

cannot extend studies

Researchers
reusing data
need to:

1. make effort to understand
the data
2. be pragmatic about whether
data are good enough for
your purpose

Research plan
Research
Question
Locate data

Evaluate data

Analyse

Making sense of your data
To understand data and it’s
suitability for your research
you must understand…
• what information was
collected
• from whom
• when and where
• any changes to the raw
data before being
archived

Use documentation
• user guides
• questionnaires
• interview
schedules

Quantitative data
•
•
•
•

Case study
What data is available?
What sorts of documentation are available?
Key issues

Case Study: Crime Survey for England and
Wales (formerly the British Crime Survey)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Example of a repeated cross-sectional survey
Important source of information about crime
(Crime statistics independent from police records)
Annual survey (interviews throughout the year)
n≈35,000 individuals aged 16+ and 3,000 aged
10-15
Victim of a crime in the previous 12 months
Questions covering demographics and crimerelated subjects such as attitudes to the police
and the criminal justice system (CJS)

Case Study: Crime Survey for England and
Wales
Data stored as individual anonymous records

•

Different levels of access
•
•

A standard End User Licence (download after registering)
Secure Access (for sensitive information)

Case Study: Re-use of crime Survey for
England and Wales
•

Hind Khalifeh et al (2013) examined violence against people
with disability in E&W

British Crime Survey 2009/10
introduction of disability measures
(a special licence version of the data)
n = 46,398 adults 16+
9,037 had at least one limiting
disability

Findings :
Adjusting for age, sex, socioeconomic characteristics…
• disability increases risk of
experiencing violence
• levels of victimisation highest
amongst those with mental health
problems
• estimated 116,000 victims of
violence attributable to disability

http://www.plosone.org/article/info:doi/10.1371/journal.pone.0055952

Quantitative data by type of analysis
Type of analysis

Type of data

Individuals, families, households,
businesses : one point in time

Cross-sectional surveys (e.g. Time
Use Survey) and census microdata

Individuals, families, households,
businesses : multiple points in
time

Repeated cross-sections
(e.g. different years of Crime
Survey for England and Wales,
Labour Force Survey)

Individuals, families, households:
over time

Longitudinal data (e.g.
Understanding Society)

Small geographic areas

Census aggregate data, flow data

Comparing countries (over time)

International time series (e.g.
World Bank Indicators)

Where, when and why?
•

Start with catalogue record
Date & Geographic coverage is in the catalogue
record for most studies

…

Access to
documentation
including user guide
or technical report

Who was asked what…

Computer Aided Interviewing (CAI) makes it easy to send
respondents through the questionnaire by different routes
Many questions may only be applicable to some of the sample

And what was done with data afterwards?
• derived variables are created from the ‘raw’ data

Sampling considerations
• surveys are based on samples
• is the sample representative?
•
•
•
•

large national survey use random sampling methods
who is included (adults, those in private address)?
response rate and bias
do you need to apply a weight to make the data
representative?

• do I have enough cases to make a precise estimate?
• Important for small sub-populations `

For more information, see UK Data Service guides to
Survey weights and Complex sampling

References and resources
General discussions:
• Dale, A., Wathan, J. and Higgins, V. (2008) ‘Secondary Analysis of
Quantitative Data Sources’ in The Sage Handbook of Social Research
Methods eds: P. Alasuutaryi, L. Bickman and J. Brannen Sage:London
• Smith, E. (2006) Using Secondary Data in Educational and Social
Research OUP: Berks
Data Service resources:
• Using Survey Data:
• https://www.ukdataservice.ac.uk/media/455510/using-survey-data.pdf
• What is weighting? :
http://ukdataservice.ac.uk/media/285227/weighting.pdf
• What is complex sample design?
http://ukdataservice.ac.uk/media/398743/complexsampleguide.pdf

Reusing qualitative data
• Types of qualitative data reuse
• Case study of reusing UK Data Service data:
School Leavers Study
• Getting started with reusing qualitative data
• Key issue: documentation and sampling
• Key issue: searching

• Finding data – browse, search, QualiBank

Many ways of re-using data
•

Description
• Literature review with data
• See more data, not limited to published extracts

•

Research design and methodological advancement
• Study sampling, data collection methods, topics guides
• Compare original interview schedule questions actually asked in
the interview

•

Reanalysis – asking a research question very different to the
original research
• Very different – comparative keyword analysis of illness narratives
Seale and Charteris-Black (2008)
• “Similar” topics, but with different focus (Bornat et al. 2012)

•

Learning and Teaching (Haynes and Jones 2012)

SN 4867: School Leavers Study
Principal investigator: Ray Pahl
In 1978, teachers at a comprehensive
school on the Isle of Sheppey were
asked to set an essay about 10 days
before pupils were due to leave
school. The essay asked students to
imagine that they were nearing the
end of their life, and that something
had made them think back to the time
when they left school. They were then
asked to write an imaginary account
of their life over the next 30 or 40
years.

School Leavers Re-Study:
Imagining the Future
Re-users: Graham Crow and Dawn Lyon

School Leavers Re-Study
Essay instructions 2010: Imagining the Future:
I want you to imagine that you are towards the end of your life. Look back over
your life and say what happened to you. Don't write a very exaggerated story,
just tell the straightforward story of your life as it might really be. Of course you
cannot know what is going to happen to you, but you can describe the sort of
thing that could happen if things go as you expect or hope. Spread your story
over your whole life from the time of leaving school. Continue on another sheet
as necessary.

Living and Working on Sheppey
1978: 141 essays (89 boys and 52 girls)
‘Living without a job: how school leavers see the future’ published in New
Society in 1978 (2 November, pp. 259-62).
2009-10: The exercise was repeated by the Living and Working on Sheppey
project and 110 essays (55 boys and 55 girls) were gathered from school
pupils and members of youth groups on the Isle of Sheppey to compare to
the earlier ones.
Together, these two sets of essays shed light on the aspirations of
Sheppey’s young people (and young people more generally) and cover a
range of topics including
• Health
• Education
• Career
• Family and leisure

1978

2010

Mundane & grounded jobs; gradual career
progression; periods of unemployment.

Well-paid, instantaneous jobs; choice but
uncertainty; influence of celebrity culture.

“It was hard finding a job, I failed a few
chances, but eventually got what I wanted
locally, a craft apprenticeship.”
(Essay 27, male)

“I could not decide what to do. Then it
came across my mind that I should be a
body builder, and be good enough to
enter the Mr Olympia contest. After that I
went to an athletics club, within a few
months I was scouted for the Olympics
for the 200 metre sprint.” (Essay 10, male)

“I was on the dole for six months after
leaving school, until I got a job in a
garage.” (Essay 42, male)

“I was 20 now living the dream I had a
amazing band...I had toured the world 3
times sold 4 million records.”
(Essay 30, male)

“When we found a house it was a semidetached in Sittingbourne. I wanted to live
in Italy but that was asking for too much.”
(Essay 56, male)

“I arrive at my 3-bedroom luxury villa; I
land my helicopter on my own heli-pad
and walk inside. I grab my keys and jump
in my Bentley Continental GTS.”
(Essay 40, male)

“I longed for something exciting and
challenging. But yet again I had to settle
for second best. I began working in a
large clothes factory.” (Essay 104, female)

“In my future I want to become either: a
dance teacher, hairdresser, or a
Professional Show Jumper/horse rider. If
I do become a dancer my dream would be
to dance for Beyoncé or someone really
famous.” (Essay 61, female)

Living and Working on Sheppey

http://www.livingandworkingonsheppey.co.uk/

School Leavers Study: publications
•

•

•

•

•

Lyon, Dawn, and Graham Crow (2012) ‘The challenges and opportunities
of re-studying community on Sheppey: young people’s imagined
futures’, Sociological Review 60: 498-517.
Lyon, Dawn, Bethany Morgan, and Graham Crow (2012) ‘Working with
material from the Sheppey archive’, International Journal of Social
Research Methodology 15(4): 301-309.
Weddell, Emma, Graham Crow and Dawn Lyon (2012) ‘Imagining the
Future, What can the aspirations of school-leavers in 1978 and 2010 tell
us about the changing nature of society?’ Sociology Review
Crow, G. and N. Takeda (2011) ‘Ray Pahl’s Sociological Career: Fifty
Years of Impact’, Sociological Research Online, 16 (3)
11: http://www.socresonline.org.uk/16/3/11.html
Crow, G., Hatton, P., Lyon, D. and Strangleman, T. (2009) ‘New divisions
of labour?: Comparative thoughts on the current recession’, Sociological
Research Online vol14 issue
2/3 http://www.socresonlline.org.uk/14/2/10.html

Getting started
• Orient yourself to the
original research project
• Documentation and metadata

• Understand the structure of
the original data
• Contexts – at 3 levels
• Sampling and recruitment

• Become familiar with the
project data as a whole
• Logic of subsampling if
volume prohibits reading it all
• Both inductive and deductive
strategies can work

Publications and other resources for reusing data

http://ukdataservice.ac.uk/use-data/secondary-analysis/reusing-qualitative-data.aspx

Find data: Key data and search in Discover

http://ukdataservice.ac.uk/get-data/keydata/qualitative-and-mixed-methods-data.aspx

http://discover.ukdataservice.ac.uk/

Questions
UK Data Service
University of Essex
Wivenhoe Park
Colchester
Essex CO4 3SQ

Advice for new users
http://ukdataservice.ac.uk/help/new-user.aspx
FAQs
http://ukdataservice.ac.uk/help/faq.aspx
Reusing qualitative data
http://ukdataservice.ac.uk/use-data/secondaryanalysis/reusing-qualitative-data.aspx

To follow UK Data Service on Twitter:
@UKDataService

